Assessment values are placed on property at the municipal level by the municipal assessor. After the municipal assessor places a value on property, the assessor is required by law to notify the taxpayer of the value placed on the property and the time and place of the Open Book and Board of Review for the municipality. If the taxpayer does not agree with the assessment placed on the property, an appointment at the Board of Review should be made. If you have questions about the assessments, you need to contact the **MUNICIPAL ASSESSOR**.

**Code to Parcel Number Sequence for Iowa County**

**Real & Personal Property Parcels**

**EXAMPLE:**

25 002 0015.01

25 is the State number for Iowa County  
002 is the State number for the municipality  
0015.01 is the number assigned by the assessor & tax description dept

Iowa County has 14 Townships, 13 Villages and 2 Cities within its boundaries. Parts of 4 villages are shared with *Grant and **Lafayette County.

The State number for each municipality is as follows:

**Townships:** Arena 002  
Brigham 004  
Clyde 006  
Dodgeville 008  
Eden 010  
Highland 012  
Linden 014  
Mifflin 016  
Mineral Point 018  
Moscow 020  
Pulaski 022  
Ridgeway 024  
Waldwick 026  
Wyoming 028

**Villages:** Arena 101  
Avoca 102  
Barneveld 106  
**Blanchardville** 108  
Cobb 111  
Highland 136  
Hollandale 137  
Linden 146  
*Livingston 147  
*Montfort 151  
*Muscoda 153  
Rewey 176  
Ridgeway 177  
Dodgeville 216  
Mineral Point 251
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